L

ittle Tinket Potten was having a great day
…until she found herself stuck inside a cravat.
SPOILER ALERT: This isn’t really a kid’s book.

But it is a book for kids because it’s written about the two groups
of people who care the most about kids — Skeeples and Lomes.
Skeeples live to shine the light of truth into dark places.
Skeeples are professionals at balancing grace with truth in
a way that few people truly understand.
Lomes are the world champions of unconditional love.
They risk anything, go anywhere, and fight longer for a child’s
heart than anyone.
Unfortunately, Skeeples and Lomes don’t always get along.
Will they be able to work together when Tinket
finds herself stuck in an evil cave filled with goo?

Skeeples and Lomes is the parable that
explains how leaders and parents must
work together to influence the next generation.
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The Skeeples were yellow…
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…no doubt about that!
From the points of their Gil-boots
to the lights on their Sill-hats,
but amazing Crelunkers when it came down to that
and they loved to help anyone stuck in a Cravat.
No matter how dark or how terrible the plight
the big yellow lamps on their Sill hats burned bright
illuming the corners with yellow spotlights.
They were born to do rescues and set things aright.
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But the Skeeples were aloof,
often kept to themselves.
They lived up on Mount Tilley,
slept on yellow shelves.
They kept rescue equipment
for what’er befell.
They trained daily for rescues
and rang alarm bells.
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The Lomes were world famous as huggers and reachers.

The next thing you noticed if you were standing quite close

At the foot of Mount Tilley they lived and they played. Sure,

was a cozy tucked feeling, like warm buttered toast.

the first thing you noticed when you saw these fine creatures

It made everything warmer, but they wouldn’t boast

was their red colored bodies and red colored features.

for this gift put inside them, inspired their utmost.
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The Lomes all lived close at
the base of Mount Tilley.
The Skeeples on the mountain,
and the reason was silly.
They each got along, although
sometimes ill-will-y.

Even so, that grand Mount was an idyllic spot.

They’d lived close for years,

Everyone was so thankful for the things that they’d got.

but relations were chilly.

Both the Skeeples and Lomes would agree on this spot;
That they were most thankful for…
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…the
Eph-lip-i-tots!

Eph-lip-i-tots were all cuddly and cute.
When they grinned or they giggled everyone “Awwwed,”
and said, “Shoot,
I love Eph-lip-i-tots. I love watching them grow.
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I love their tiny red hands, and their wrinkly red toes.”
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Mostly, life on that mountain was exciting and fun.

See, Eph-lip-i-tots were young. They had lots to learn.

The Lomes played in the shade. Skeeples warmed in the sun.

To walk and to wander their tiny hearts yearned,

They’d say all of their problems boiled down to just one:

but often they’d tumble as teeny feet turned

Eph-lip-i-tots tended to wander and run.

toward the Cave of Cravats

…(and some didn’t return).
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